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 In the Navigator Settings, I can see that it has a Licensee which is my University. I checked with the UC Browser team on this and they are saying that they don't have any issues with the Licensee being set as my University, but I am still experiencing this issue and unsure as to why. Does anyone know what could be causing this? Edit: The Java on my phone is up-to-date and I have tried turning off
Java and using a different browser (Google Chrome) to no avail. A: Issue was fixed with the UC Browser team. Apparently my university's firewall was blocking UC Browser from accessing certain Java API's. I have tried updating the UC Browser app as I have done previously in the past and that hasn't fixed the problem. Once I unblocked these API's UC Browser ran as expected and no longer

crashed. Q: EmberJS 1.0.0-pre1: Manually replace a model's hasMany to a new model I'm upgrading an application from 1.0.0-pre1 to 1.0.0-pre2, and I'm stuck on a situation where I'd like to replace a hasMany relationship. In Ember 1.0.0-pre1 this would be handled by replacing the current model with a new model, but in 1.0.0-pre2 I'm getting stuck on the hasMany relationship with the old model. //
New model App.Tile = DS.Model.extend({ fieber: DS.belongsTo('Fieber'), empa: DS.belongsTo('Empa'), teta: DS.belongsTo('Teta'), }); // Old model App.Fieber = DS.Model.extend({ version: DS.attr('number'), tipps: DS.hasMany('Tile'), // Is there a way to replace just the hasMany to the new Tile model? App.Teta = DS.Model.extend({ tipps: DS.hasMany('Tile') I realize I could just replace the

hasMany in the old model, and then remove the old model and replace it with the new, but I'd rather not do that if 82157476af
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